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Abstract
The paper describes the Open TS parallel programming system, concentrating on execution model
and programming language semantics. The Open TS provides compiler and runtime support library
for T++ language. The T++ is a “seamless” extension of C++ with few additional keywords,
allowing smooth transition from sequential to parallel applications. T++ model is similar to coarsegrain dataflow model, with some extensions including multiple-assignment variables. The Runtime
support library is built on top of Message-Passing Interface (MPI), multiple MPI implementations
are supported. Open TS currently is available on computational clusters and SMPs running Linux.
The paper describes also test re-implementation of two independently developed MPI applications
with Open TS, arguing, that, while performance is not substantially hurt, source code is simplified.
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Introduction
Many academic and industry projects exist in the field of high-level parallel programming, many of
then are successful [1-13]. In this paper we describe an original Open TS approach that, we believe,
has some advantages, with respect to combination of simplicity, smooth transition from the
sequential programming and performance. Three ideas are basic for the Open TS:
•

Use dataflow-derived programming model

•

Extending a sequential programming language (C\C++ , for a first case)

•

Parallelization at runtime, using hints from the compile-time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as the following. The programming model and language
are described in the first section. Then, implementation is described, and, finally, the case study of
comparison between Open TS and Message-Passing Interface (MPI) technologies is presented. The
“Open TS” stands for “Open T-system” , so we will use “Open TS” and “T-system” as synonyms.
The Open TS is a third version of the “T-system”, which effort was initiated in 80-es.

Programming model and language.
The Open TS programming model is very similar to a coarse-grain dataflow model. In T-system, in
order to enable the parallel computation for a program, programmer should designate
•

Independent parts of the program (parallelism grains, or T-functions, see below)

•

Variables, that are used to exchange data between parallelism grains

The rest of parallelization is done by the T-system: both compiler and runtime support library. It
should be kept in mind, that grains should be large enough (coarse grains) to keep relatively small
overhead, inflicted by the runtime system, so, creating a grain with, say, single floating-point
multiplication would not be efficient. The same is (but not so necessarily) true for amount of data in
variables.
To create programming languages for Open TS, existing programming languages are extended with
extra keywords or pseudo-comments. That gives a chance to utilize existing sequential code while
developing parallel applications. Currently, C++ and Fortran Open TS extensions were
implemented, Refal [14] version is underway. Here we describe the C++ extension only, which in
nicknamed as T++.
The T++ language adds the following keywords to the C++ language:

•

tfun - a function attribute which should be placed just before the function declaration. Now,
the function cannot represent a class method but must be an ordinary C function. A function
with the “tfun” attribute is named “T-function”.

•

tval - a variable type attribute which enables variables to contain a non-ready value. The
variable can be cast to the “original” C++-type variable, which makes the thread of
execution suspend until the value becomes ready. That it very similar to “dataflow variable”
[11] or “mentat variable” [5] or “futures” [15]. That also differs T++ from “standard” dataflow models, where task is ready for execution only after all incoming data are ready – in
opposite, threads in Open TS can be launched before any incoming data for a grain are
ready.

•

tptr - a T++ analogue of C++ pointers which can hold references to a non-ready value.

•

tout - a function parameter attribute used to specify parameters whose values are produced
by the function. This is a T++ analog of the “by-reference” parameter passing in C++.

•

tct - an explicit T-context specification. This keyword is used for specification of additional
attributes of T-entities.

•

tdrop - a T++ -specific macro which makes a variable value ready. It may be very helpful in
optimization when it’s necessary to make non-ready values ready before the producer
function finishes.

•

twait - a T++ specific - explicit wait for an argument expression to be ready

The “Hello world” program is very trivial - tfun attribute should be added to the “main” function:

tfun int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{

printf(“Hello world \n”);
return 0;
}

No parallel work can be done in that case. The code for recursive calculation the given Fibonacci
number is more demonstrative.

tfun int fib(int n)
{
if (n<2) return 1;
return (fib(n-1)+fib(n-2));
}

tfun int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
int n = atoi(argv[1]);
printf(“Fibonacci %d is %d\n”,n,(int)fib(n));
return 0;
}

In that case, invocations of "fib" functions are treated as independent tasks, that can be computed in
parallel, in independent threads, or on the remote computers/computational cluster nodes.
You can see, that minimal modifications differ the T++ from the C++ code: attributes of Tfunctions, and explicit cast of “fib” function result to “int”. That casting not only extracts value from
T-value, which is returned by “fib”, but also makes “main” function to wait for the “fib” result.

Some specific of the T++ language should be underlined:
•

It is a “seamless” C++ extension, that means, evident C++ macrodefinitions of T++
keywords enable T++ program compilation by a C++ compiler. If some good coding style in
T++ is adhered to, that compilation will result in correct sequential program.

•

Garbage collection is supported. Non-ready values, that are no longer necessary, are detected
by run-time system and deallocated.

•

Function evaluation can be postponed, not necessarily generating any computation after
invocation, depending on execution strategy. By default, if no thread is waiting for function
result function evaluation may be omitted.

•

The variables support multiple assignments. That supported by the tricky protocol of
assignment and readiness of the variable values, related to the thread lifecycle.

The latter feature deserves describing it in a more detail. First of all, variables and variable values
should be distinguished from each other. Each T-variable has a link to T-value. Variables are typesafe: it is possible to assign non-ready variables of the same type only. A variable can have multiple
values during it's lifetime. Many T-variables may, in principle, share the same T-value. Each value
can be either "non-ready" or immutable C-value. Assignment of a T-variable to a C-variable makes
execution thread to wait until T-variable's value is ready. Contrary, assignment of C-value to Tvariable causes T-value of that variable to be ready.
The T-variable/T-value lifecycle is different on producer and consumer sides. On a producer side:
•

A T-value is allocated, when a new T-variable is instantiated. It is assigned to the variable
and to context of execution thread, which is a producer of that value. The value is “hot” upon
creation – it can be accessed in the producer thread only.

•

T-variable is assigned with C-value that makes T-value of that variable is assigned to Cvalue, and T-value becomes ready.

•

When T-variable is used as parameter in the T-function invocation, appropriate T-value’s
“cold” copy is created and passed to the function. “Cold” values are accessible to all threads,
but cannot be changed. “Cold” T-values can be non-ready – then they refer to another Tvalue, which is a source data, such “cold” values can become ready, when it’s source
become ready and cold.

•

An assignment to the ready variable makes variable to break a link with current T-value and
allocate a new value.

•

After the thread finishes, all “hot” values allocated in the context of that thread are being
“dropped” – available to consumer thread(s). During the drop, T-value is being copied to all
linked T-values and “freezes”. Linked T-values can be created during T-function invocations
(function results), assignment or copying of T-variables. The “drop” can be done explicitly
(“tdrop” function).

On a consumer side:
•

A variable is initialized with some pre-existing T-value. It is “cold” value, since it’s
accessible to the consumer thread.

•

The variable’s C-value is accessed somehow, the thread’s execution is suspended, unless Cdata are available.

•

If the variable is assigned, then the new “hot” value is allocated and associated to the
variable.

•

The thread finished, variable is destroyed and, finally, when last variable loses a link with a
value, the garbage collector deallocates the value’s resources (memory and others).

It should be noted, that all parallelism is implicit in T++: a programmer doesn’t define, which thread
to start and how this threads will cooperate with others, but Open TS. This makes T++ programs
easily portable across the multitude of parallel architectures existing: mutli-core CPUs, SMP,
computational clusters and grids. Theoretically, T++ code can be compiled even for targets like
FPGA or FPGA+CPU.

Implementation

The compilation of T++ language is implemented with the help of two technologies:
1. Conversion T++ to C++ by Open C++ reflection [16] – that gives an option to use best
platform-specific optimizing compilers
2. Front-end language to GNU compiler collection – that gives broader language C++ features
support that converter utility.

The runtime support library consists of the three layers:
•

S- shared memory

•

M- mobile objects

•

T - T-language entities.

C++ templates are used extensively, e.g. compiling convention of “tval int” if “ts::TVal<int>”,
which makes Open TS kernel similar to OMPC++[17]. The MPI is used for data exchange in cluster
environment, with multiple MPI implementations support and dynamic (runtime) choosing of
implementation. MPI implementations supported include LAM MPI, MPICH, MVAPICH and
others. Totally, the runtime support library source code is approximately 5000 lines.

A runtime library has many tools to facilitate development. The simplest is based on WAD signal
handler [18], which dumps a stack in case of segmentation fault or critical signal. More complex is a
lightweight debugger (GNU Debugger), which can be started in case of critical signal, and support
for TDB[19] parallel program debugger.

Fast context switch is a special feature of Open TS, which is very important for efficient Tapplications. Since T-applications are known to create millions of simultaneous threads, fast
switching is key important. Today, the T-context switch is 10 times faster than the fastest standard
thread library switch.

Another important implementation feature is a work migration model. In cluster environment, each
MPI process has it's own set of tasks and it’s own meta-scheduler instance (thread) running. Tasks
are T-function invocations (with some exceptions: sometimes it may be more efficient to evaluate Tfunction call immediately. So, T-functions are potential parallelism grains, not inevitable). Tasks
can be either running or pre-natal. In a general case, pre-natal tasks can be moved between nodes,
while running tasks cannot. Macro-scheduler can make following decisions:
1)

Send one or more pre-natal tasks o another node(s)

2)

Continue one of running tasks

3)

Execute a pre-natal task, thus making task running.

When executing, task can invoke T-functions, thus creating more tasks (possibly, of another type).
Optimal load balancing is achieved with the help of heuristic algorithms or algorithms, specific to
certain applications.

Currently, Open TS runs only on Linux platform on x86 or AMD 64 processors , however,
development of the Microsoft Windows version is planned.

MPI vs Open TS case study.

In order to evaluate the programming technique as a whole, not only the runtime support library
effectiveness and scalability is an issue, but programming language qualities as well. Despite
programming language preferences is subjective matter at high extent, we believe, some sharp
differences in code statistics, such as the number of lines of code (LOC), can be informative. The
case study has been undertaken, involving two parallel applications, initially developed by the
independent groups of parallel programming experts: MPI enabled version of Persistence of Vision
Ray-tracing (POV Ray) program and Ames Lab Classical Molecular Dynamics (ALCMD) [20]
code.

T-PovRay

The famous POV Ray (Persistence Of Vision) application is widely used to obtain realistic images
using ray-tracing rendering technology. POV-Ray is freely distributed with source code, evolved
from C to C++ implementation during last years. Since Ray-tracing consumes a lot of computation
resources even for simple scenes, few parallel versions of POV-Ray have been developed and
contributed by different authors. There are few approaches used to parallelize POV-Ray work on
multicomputers: from trivial rsh-based scripts, invoking POV-Ray executable for parts of target
scene on different unix hosts, to most effective PVM and MPI-based implementations, supporting
dynamic load balancing and even original features like animation and interactive display functions.

There are two most known MPI-based POV-Ray ports:
•

MPI-POV-Ray based on POV-Ray 3.1g, http://www.verrall.demon.co.uk/mpipov/;

•

ParaPov based on POV-Ray 3.50c
http://news.povray.org/povray.binaries.programming/
thread/%3C3E40469B.3080402@web.de%3E

Both MPI-ports are really just a ‘kind of patch’ for the corresponding vanilla POV-Ray source
code. A significant disadvantage: ‘phantom master’ mode was not implemented at the moment of
testing (July 2005), when master processor is also working as a renderer (slave)..
Total size of POV-Ray 3.1g MPI-related source files (mpipov.c and mpipov.h) is more than 1500
lines of code, with multiple changes scattered over many files. However, an intention to minimize
changes in POV-Ray code resulted in coding style, that, we think, sometimes is challenging to the
reviewer. POV-Ray 3.50c MPI patch express parallelization idea in more straightforward C++,
about 3000 lines total.
To make comparison more correct, we made our code applicable to the same POV-Ray
versions (both 3.1g and 3.50c). OpenTS port is straightforward: most of porting work
consists in removing unnecessary task management MPI-code, replacing it by only two Tfunctions. Source file tpovray.tcc is shorter than 200 lines; with a few minor changes in file
povray.c.
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Performance comparison has been done with the “chess board scene” (scenes/advanced/chess2.pov
taken from original POV-Ray distribution) with the scene width and height set to 1500. The chess
board scene has 430 primitives in objects and 41 in bounding shapes. The graph, displaying the
ratio between execution times MPI POV-Ray 3.50c and Open TS is presented above.
The computational cluster used had the following configuration:
•

operating system — Linux, kernel release — 2.4.27

•

16 nodes; each cluster node: 2CPUs AMD Athlon MP 1800+ RAM 1GB, HDD 40GB

The performance advantage of Open TS version is due to sub-optimal load balancing of MPI
version, one CPU is reserved for management work, that advantage gradually degrades when
number of CPU increases.
ALCMD
Ames Lab Molecular Dynamics package is a parallel program for conducting simulation of
dynamics of properties of atomic substances. It has two layers: a Fortran code, implementing
solution of differential equations, and MP_Lite library, an original MPI implementation, which
currently has some custom collective operations, facilitating molecular dynamics simulations.

Original size of MP_Lite library is more than 20.000 lines of C code (including ability to work over
shared memory and so on).

We selected from MP_Lite the subset of the functions that are used in ALCMD Fortran code.
Reduced (sometimes by hands) subset of MP_Lite source code, which enables to run ALCMD over
MPI is really about 3500 lines long. Following 31 functions are really required to run ALCMD
(most MP_Lite functions are self-documented, see MP_Lite manual and source code for details):
MP_Init

MP_iBroadcast

MP_iSum

MP_Myproc

MP_Sync

MP_iSum_masked MP_iSend

MP_Nprocs

MP_dMax

MP_Enter

MP_SSend

MP_Finalize

MP_dMin

MP_Leave

MP_SShift

MP_Remap

MP_dSum

MP_Zero_Time

MP_Get_Token

MP_Time_Report

MP_Pass_Token

MP_Remap_Setup MP_iMax
MP_Broadcast

MP_iMax_masked MP_iARecv

MP_dBroadcast

MP_iMin

MP_SRecv

MP_Bedcheck

MP_Wait

Supporting all functions listed above our MP_Lite abstraction layer implementation (MP_LiteOpenTS)
contains less than 500 lines of code in T++ language — comparing with 3500 lines of original code
on C over MPI, thanks to expressive power of C++ templates.

We used a simulation including 512 000 atoms with Lennard-Jones interaction potential as a test
case. The comparison of execution times is presented on a graph below, using the cluster
configuration described above.
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Conclusion

We have described a parallel programming approach of Open T-system (Open TS). Open TS
actively gains auditorium during last years, over 20 various parallel applications have been
developed with Open TS technology, including
• Aerodynamics simulation package
• Tools for computational modeling in chemistry [21]
• Automatic text categorization package
• Dynamics of fluid simulation code [22]
• Remote sensing images processing

We believe, that Open TS programming model simplifies job of parallel programs development.
Further steps in that area could include development of “templates” of parallel algorithms, capturing
most widely used ways to parallelize computation.
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